Holiday Joy®
Holiday Blend 15 mL

Description
Create a welcoming atmosphere during holiday gatherings with Holiday Joy. Holiday Joy combines the warm, spicy-sweet aroma of CPTG® Wild Orange, Clove, and Cassia with the crisp and airy Siberian Fir and Peru Balsam to freshen the air and fill your home with holiday magic. Diffuse Holiday Joy in every room and let the air come alive with memories and tradition. Inspire everyone around you, wherever you are, by adding a drop of Holiday Joy to your coat and scarf for a festive personal fragrance. Delight in a season filled with dear friends and family, sparkling conversation, and Holiday Joy.

Uses
+ Diffuse throughout the home during the holidays.
+ Create a spritzer to mist holiday trees, garlands, or wreaths for a fresh holiday scent.
+ Apply to a coat or scarf to spread cheer when holiday shopping or gift giving.

Directions
- Aromatic use: Add 3-4 drops to the diffuser of your choice.
- Topical use: Dilute 1 drop essential oil to 10 drops carrier oil.

See additional precautions below.

Cautions
Possible skin sensitivity. Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant, nursing, or under a doctor’s care, consult your physician. Avoid contact with eyes, inner ears, face, and sensitive areas. In case of skin contact, avoid sunlight and UV rays for at least 12 hours.

Application: A T D
Ingredient Information: Wild Orange, Clove, Cassia, Siberian Fir, Frankincense, Benzoin, Ginger, Balsam Peru, Cistus
Aromatic Description: Citrusy, spicy, sweet, resinous
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Primary Benefits
+ Creates a festive, welcoming environment
+ Freshens the air and creates a bright ambiance
+ Enlivens any space with a warm, spicy, sweet holiday aroma